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About This Game
The number one cricket management game returns for 2016 with the launch of Cricket Captain 2016.
It’s time for cricket fans from around the world to put their cricketing expertise to the test with the most in-depth Cricket
Captain game ever made. Developed in association with Chris Rogers, captain of Somerset County Cricket Club and former
Australian opener, Cricket Captain 2016 has more playable teams and more great features than ever before!
Cricket Captain has been hailed as the best cricket management simulation ever created and Cricket Captain 2016 takes the
game to the next level – new teams, a beautiful new interface, updated 3D graphics engine and all the attention to detail that you
expect from the series.

Key features for 2016 include:
79 playable domestic teams across 5 domestic leagues, including 12 new teams from the New Zealand and South
African domestic cricket leagues
Updated One Day International (ODI) and 20 over (T20) World Cup Tournament modes. Play as any international team
that played in the last two World Cups including Afghanistan, Hong Kong, Ireland, Netherlands, Oman, Scotland or the
UAE.
Day/Night matches
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New 3D lighting system
Improved One Day and T20 match engine combined with improved player form calculation for One Day and T20
Updated kits for International teams
Sri Lanka and Pakistan historical scenarios
New database with improved player ability ratings
New and improved interface
In-Game Help System
New Achievements
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Title: Cricket Captain 2016
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Childish Things
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista SP2/Windows 7 SP1/8/10
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel - HD 3000 Nvidia Laptop - GeForce 310m Nvidia Desktop - GeForce 510 AMD Laptop - Mobility Radeon
HD 2600 XT AMD Desktop - Radeon HD 5450

English
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This is one of those games I find immensely frustrating to play, but also highly addictive. I am a huge cricket fan, and the truth
is there is no alternative out there for in-depth, strategy or management games for the sport. If you're a fan and want to give it a
spin then go for it, but wait for a sale and get it at a low price, because despite the experience and longevity of the franchise the
game is bare-bones.
I would love to reach out to the developers and implore them to make changes for the next iteration, as the base game is
enjoyable but in drastic need of more creative input! All we've seen in terms of additions in recent years has been the inclusion
of new leagues. This is fine, but although diversifying the gameplay, does little to improve the experience.
None of these appear hard to implement, as other sport management sims have been doing it for decades, but could we please
look to include...
1) an actual career mode, where you can change teams, move up the 'ladder' and perhaps take jobs in different countries.
2) some kind of basic player 'stats' system, so I can actually tell if my player is talented, notably with youth players, whose
potential seems entirely arbitrary.
3) the ability to hire coaches, or a far more transparent coaching system that allows you to know how and when your players are
improving.
These additions really are important for giving a player a sense that they are part of a management structure that is affecting the
game world. They appear fairly minor changes that for me would make this game far easier to recommend, and would guarantee
repeat custom.. As expected, CC16 is exactly the same as year before and before that, with nothing but an update to the player
database - though even that feels poorly researched. To ask \u00a315-20 for what amounts to a patch to a previous game feels
disingenuous to this series' fans. Even months before 2017 is released, the game only reduces to \u00a39.99.
As someone who has played since CC05, I have noted with a great deal of disappointment how little these games have moved on
from year to year. The developers look to quantity (adding new competitions and teams) rather quality (creating a discreeter
game with more longevity), and in doing so ignore much of the feedback from their fans - who offer such in goodwill and hope
that the next year will be the year Cricket Captain finally pulls itself together.
Each year we are promised a better engine that will offer more realistic scenarios, especially in one day and T20 modes, but this
has never really come to fruition. Rather, one day games become steadily harder and more tedious to play and T20 is often
unplayable. Instead of a better game we are given "better" graphics in highlights - which most people skip - though the differene
from edition to edition is so minimal.
While we all understand that this game is developed by a small team, Childish Things are wasting a lot of goodwill that their
fans are granting them. Rather than taking two years to genuinely overhaul the game and create an enjoyable and diverse
experience - which no one would truly complain about - they throw out the same thing over and over, year after year and are
verging on taking advantage of their fans.
A major problem is the lack of competition. But for Cricket Coach, Cricket Captain hasn't seen any competition for years and
as such knows that cricket fans, especially those that wish for a management style game, will have no choice but to buy their
products. As such a long time consumer, it is so disappointing to see what could be an excellent and innovative series fall to
laziness.. Closest thing to a cricket version of football manager you will get. Love the new camera angles which really freshens
the series up IMO. First edition I've bought since 2011, and loving it so far. Already racking up a fair few hours. Really
enjoying the SA and NZ domestic modes this year, and the highlights and new interface look great.. as always another year and
another title i always purchase straight away. although not too many new features, this years version is already my favourite. the
one days and 20\/20 are much more realistic and far more enjoyable than previous versions (i often let the AI control my team
in 20\/20).
if your new to cricket captain - this is a great title which you wont be disappointed with.
if your annual purchaser - this is an expensive update - but the best one to date.
. Year in, year out its the same game they keep on releasing for the past 10 years, same macth engine, and same annoying
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features Like
1.Always its a direct hit for runouts and it hasnt been chnaged for the last 10 years
2.Whenever the batsman comes down then wicket its stumped (common change it already)
3. Outfield catches are always high the air, never low.
4. Single run runouts are always the same, it goes to forward short leg and the bastman runs and he is out. lol
5. Player database is not realistic, crap players low end players are world class and good players rarely play well. The scouting
system of the developers are very bad. If you need help with the player database ask the users, let them you you accurate stats,
the people who actually follo domestic cricket of their country.
6. Seriously stop milking money from the 10 year old match engine and just updating inaccurate player database every year and
asking people to for money.. Really gave this one a try, been a cricket fan for over 40 years. But disappointed by gameplay.
Very frustrating and annoying. Keep losing on easy no matter what I try. Bowling\/batting with different settings doesn't seem to
make any difference. I can't tell which players actually are good\/bad (as in say FM series), no indication of their abilities.
Telling me that some batter is aggressive doesn't help me much, as if after settling in I set him to aggressive (say 4-5), he gets
bowled out.
Played the 14 version and seems to be the same AI\/mechanics. With a little improvement could be a classic. Such a shame,
can't really recommend even on sale.
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International Cricket Captian has always been a franchise that people quick to criticise for not adding in new features in their
new editions. This game has numerous improvements and new features to keep cricket lovers pleased for hours on end. If you
have ever thought about getting it but put off by people saying it's not good enough, I tell you that if you truly want to manage a
cricket team, this is the right game for you.. Very good game, a few tweaks from CC 2015 which may not seem like much of an
upgrade but make this franchise even more enjoyable. If you're a true cricket nerd and love the statistics side of the game then
and have always liked the sports management side of games then this is for you :DDDD. Been playing the series for over 15
years and still get excited for every release, the latest version continues to build on the series excellence.
I dread to think of a world where ICC didnt exist.. This is a terrific game and great value for money on Steam. The essence of
the game is its exceptional match engine which is sophisitcated enough to create a huge variety of results and outcomes. It is
especially good at replicating the real life twists and turns of test match or 4 day cricket. If you are a cricket fan there is a huge
amount of gameplay on offer here. The non-match management is not quite so good - aspects like training and player
regeneration, for example, are a little limiting. But its clear that small improvements are being made with each edition of the
game and the maintenance of the player database is very good with regular updates to reflect real-life changes or community
input. The game doesn't have the range of features or aesthetics of well-resourced series like Football Manager but in terms of
realistic simulation of the actual sport it does very well for itself.. Terrible game.
Shots that go to random places on the pitch that bear no relation to the shot played (cutting full length balls from spinners for 6
for example). Outfielders that don't move thus rendering sweepers pointless.
When batting your batsmen will do anything but the task you ask of them.
...and finally beyond the naked stats, badly researched (at least speaking as a Glamorgan fan). Seemingly batting styles have just
been allocated at random.. I will say this upfront: if you are a hardcore Cricket fan, and if you enjoy the statistical side to the
game, then you may end up liking this game. There are two core aspects to the game: selection of your team, and then setting
fields and managing how aggressive your bowlers and batsmen are during the games themselves. You don\u2019t have any
direct control over the players, so in many ways it\u2019s sort of a cricket match simulator. The amount of input you put into
the game is quite minimal, so it feels like a casual game with a strong statistical emphasis. The main difficulty with the game is
the selection process, as you don\u2019t have access to any attributes, aside from their statistical records in previous matches,
which like a real cricket selector means you either have to choose based on gut instinct, or record over a period of time.
Whilst this simplistic style of game can be endearing, ultimately it\u2019s hard to recommend at this price, as the game has not
fundamentally changed in over 15 years, and the incremental changes are hardly revolutionary. The graphics and UI are awful.
The lack of a player editor to fix basic errors in details and ability means that to seasoned cricket fans the database will frustrate,
as the game outside of England is not well scouted or balanced and don\u2019t often reflect real world abilities. I understand the
decision not to include editor is because the game is so similar to previous editions; fans would be able to update them
themselves and wouldn\u2019t spend the money. However, when the database is so fundamentally flawed, I cannot let it slide.
If you haven\u2019t played this series before, it\u2019s well worth a look. If you have a recent edition, there\u2019s not enough
new content to warrant the asking price.
. Brilliant game, conistent and enjoyable as always!. Each year the game is making subtle changes and progressing in making the
long series even more enjoyable. If you are a cricket fan and love sports management sims then this game is for you. Game is
constantly updated by the developers to ensure any issues are addressed and if you have a suggestions then the developers will
always listen. If in doubt, take the plunge and purchase the game.
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